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Connecting the Nanotech Community for Global Impact

When the concept of a national network in nanotechnology
was implemented in March 2015, it was to address the urgent
need to translate a decade of scientific and technical breakthroughs
into the Canadian marketplace.
Since then, NanoCanada has focused on organising international missions
to support the global competitiveness of Canadian small and medium size
enterprises (SME). This has already borne fruit with tens of millions of dollars
in sales, the establishment of global distribution networks and research
contracts. Thanks to strong relationships with provincial oﬃces and federal
trade commissioners, NanoCanada has been able to leverage the Canadian
brand for the benefit of our entrepreneurs and innovators. On the home
front, NanoCanada has brought the community together through the
organisation of two national conferences exploring the applications of
advanced materials and nanotechnology in transport, energy, connectivity
and health. All of that would not have been possible without the financial
support of the National Research Council, the government of Alberta and the
significant funds leveraged from Ontario and Quebec. Our next annual report
will be that of a not-for-profit corporation – we hope that you will join us as a new
chapter begins!
Sincerely,
Dr. Marie D’Iorio,
NanoCanada President
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NanoCanada’s Founding MOU from
September, 2013 states the
following action plan:
The Parties seek to strengthen their common interests in developing a national
nanotechnology network by formulating an action plan which will include:
1. Coordination of resources (e.g. facilities, expertise, services),
2. Establishment of a coordinated strategy across Canada that eventually
includes representation for each region,
3. Creation of a portal access to nanotechnology resources,
4. Development of NanoCanada branding and marketing materials
5. Enhancement of Canada’s international presence in the global landscape.
ADVANCED MATERIALS AND
PROCESS ENGINEERING LABORATORIES
Jeﬀ Young

Mission and Vision
NanoCanada was born out of a desire to have a clear
nanotechnology strategy and ensure that the Canadian
community could eﬀectively translate science at the nanoscale
to applications in the many sectors that nanomaterials and
devices can transform. NanoCanada was established as a
network across a quadruple-helix ecosystem (academia,
government, society and industry). All stakeholders work
towards a common understanding, vision, and passion for
translating nanotechnology applications to the marketplace.
The enabling and pervasive nature of nanotechnology requires
that its commercialization be done in a coordinated and
collaborative manner across multiple sectors and disciplines.
This is the gap that NanoCanada endeavors to fill. To realize
NanoCanada’s vision to “Build Canada’s competitiveness and
prosperity through nanotechnology”, NanoCanada has chosen
the following lenses that inform its strategy and actions:
1. Facilitate the commercialization of nanotechnologies

INNOVATION SASKATCHEWAN
Jerome Konecsni

2. Track and measure nanotechnology’s impact

NANO ONTARIO
Arthur Carty

4. Connect the research community to industry and
government.

3. Support the safe deployment of nanotechnologies

NANOQUÉBEC
Benoît Balmana

Values: Create Collaborate Serve

NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR
NANOTECHNOLOGY
Marie D’Iorio

Creating community through a collaborative network and
serving our members through relationship building and passion
for promoting Canada’s excellence in science, innovation and
entrepreneurship.
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Impact for Canada

Since 2012, NanoCanada has leveraged support from its partners to look at the evolution
of the nanotechnology ecosystem in Canada. The exercise continues to highlight the
diﬃculty in measuring who are the users and integrators of nanotechnologies across a
wide spectrum of economic sectors. Innovation, Science and Economic Development
Canada also funded a study of companies located in the Atlantic provinces to help
connect academia to industry in a fledgling NanoAtlantic hub, created with NanoCanada’s
support. As mentioned in the introduction, the impact of our outreach missions in the
USA, Asia and Europe is already significant. As a national industry association, we have
benefited from understanding the strategic positioning of our counterparts. This has led to
the reflection that combining advanced materials and nanotechnology may be a solution
to capturing the evolution of the field and its impact. As we move to incorporation, it
is important to figure out how provincial funds could support provincial priorities, the
hubs and NanoCanada’s activities. To that end a Letter of Intent to Collaborate was signed
between Prima Quebec, NanoOntario and NanoCanada in 2018. Finally, NanoCanada took
its first steps in acting as a facilitator in seeking scientific leaders for a Network of Centers
of Excellence in a Nanotechnology-related field. A decision on a Nanomedicines proposal
is expected in the coming months.
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A national event in partnership with CMC Microsystems had been in the planning stage since the fall of
2016. At that time, CMC Microsystems had already secured the Centre Mont Royal as the venue for its annual
event - Innovation 360. In combining the events, we wanted to emphasize the importance of providing a
forum to connect the micro/nanotechnology community with industry and government and highlight how
such technologies can be integrated and scaled-up for product development. In keeping with NanoCanada’s
mission, the conference also featured a session on Society, Regulation, Health and Safety and Standards
related to nanotechnologies, an industry pitch session as well as a number of panel sessions on the
commercialization of nanotechnologies.

250 ATTENDEES » 45 POSTER PRESENTATIONS » 30 PRESENTERS » 30 EXHIBITORS/SPONSORS

97

%

SATISFACTION WITH
THE EVENT

Event Feedback Results
Commercialization Barriers was the most popular
panel session and Materials Challenges for
Glass was a second trending topic.
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94

%

ORGANIZATIONAL
SATISFACTION

Canada’s World-Firsts in Nanotechnology
•

Canada developed the world’s first single molecule electrical circuit

•

Canada was the first country in the world to introduce a mandatory safety reporting scheme for
companies producing or supplying nanomaterials

•

Canadian company Nanogrande developed the first 3D printer capable of manufacturing at the
molecular scale

•

Canada is a world leader in the production of cellulosic nanomaterials

•

Canada is leading the development of Boron Nitride Nanotubes (BNNT) which can be used to create
super-strong, ultralight, and heat-resistant material

•

Canada has the world’s largest BNNT production facility for research

•

Canadian company D-Wave Systems has made the world’s first commercially available quantum
computer

Nanotech
Application Sectors
Agri-food
Clean tech
ICT
Health
Clean resources
Infrastructure
Transport

In 2012: 25B$ of revenue and 70,000 jobs from nanotechnologies in Canada
Canada’s Rankings

8

th

IN WORLD ON NANOTECH
PATENTS IN USPTO
(2016)
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12

th

IN THE WORLD IN 5 YEAR
AVERAGE CITATION PER ARTICLE
IN NANOTECH (2012-2016)
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29

th

IN NUMBER OF
ARTICLES IN NANOTECH
PER BILLION $ IN GDP

House of
Commons
Parliamentary
Committee
February 1, 2018
My final example of de-risking involves
supporting commercialization
initiatives by funding organizations
such as NanoCanada. CelluForce has
a product that is both a biomaterial
and a nanomaterial, and NanoCanada
has been instrumental in supporting
CelluForce in our international
commercialization eﬀorts by oﬀering
shared booth space in international
nanotechnology conferences and
exhibitions. Not only are the logistics
taken care of by NanoCanada, but they
also closed the loop with Canadian
embassies and trade commissioners.
Continued funding to NanoCanada
will greatly help CelluForce, and I
would also recommend a similar
approach for bioeconomy companies.
Antoine Charbonneau
Vice President,
Business Development
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2018 Events
In order to support Canadian
industry and researchers in
academia and government
interested in commercialization of
nanotechnologies, NanoCanada
has developed an eﬀective model
for international engagement.
NanoCanada partners with
provincial governments as well
as trade commissioners around
the globe to mobilize delegations
amongst its stakeholders,
organize visits and business to
business meetings, and secure
space for a Canadian pavilion at
technology showcase events.
This also serves the purpose of
connecting players across the
nanotechnology ecosystem.

The Inventure$ conference was
hosted for the first time in June.
This three-day event brought
together research, innovation,
commercialization, capital
access, experiential learning and
entrepreneurial communities to
share and discuss successes, best
practices, opportunities and ideas.
The event featured main stage
showcases, interactive breakout
sessions, start-up pitch events
and high-profile keynotes that
span multiple sectors.

Imagine Nano, held in
Bilbao, Spain is the largest
nanotechnology and nanoscience
event that takes place in Europe.
Meetings were held with the
During the first six months of the
Nanotechnologies Industry
2018 fiscal year, NanoCanada
Association (NIA) in Europe.
organized and brought a
NIA and its members promote
delegation to five international
the safe, sustainable and
events and attended Inventure$ in beneficial use of nanotechnology
Calgary, Alberta and participated
and nanomaterials across all
st
in the 101 Canadian Chemistry
industries. NanoCanada also had
Conference in Edmonton, Alberta. the opportunity to visit Spanish
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organizations, Graphenea,
NanoGune and Tecnalia.
In May, NanoCanada brought a
delegation to WorldTech Connect,
held in California – the world’s
longest running nanotechnology
event and also exhibited at the
Canadian Chemistry conference
held in Edmonton, Alberta. In
June, a Canadian delegation was
brought to Dresden, Germany for
Graphene 2018 along with site
visits to Silicon Saxony and the
Centre for Advanced Electronics
(CFAED). This conference
immediately was followed by
the Nanotexnology event held in
Greece, where Janice Warkentin
from NanoCanada was invited to
give a presentation titled, Bridging
the Innovation Gap through
Outreach and Collaboration.

Nanalysis

Nano Korea: July 9-13, 2018

Nanalysis Corp. is headquartered in Calgary and develops and manufactures compact Nuclear Magnetic
Resonance (NMR) spectrometers to help address the accessibility needs of this powerful technique in
a number of diﬀerent market segments (e.g., academic teaching, pharmaceuticals, oil and gas, forensic
science, and materials chemistry).

13 delegates from 11 Canadian organizations joined NanoCanada on this five day, event-packed mission.

In 2013 when we started commercializing this technology, we found that one of our largest initial barriers
to success was simply market reach. As a small, unknown Canadian company developing an innovative
technology for a global market, we struggled, not only to get our company and product line in front of
the correct customers, but also to build confidence in our technology platform. Working with a national
institute, like NanoCanada was absolutely instrumental in setting up, training and maintaining a great
distributor network in key markets like Japan and South Korea. Through the years of support and
representation with NanoCanada, we have been able to grow our Asian business by over 40% year over
year. In 2017 we did over $2 million dollar of business in Japan alone. Thanks to the generous support of
NanoCanada, in 2018 we are now the leading provider of benchtop NMR spectrometers within the
Asian market.

Susie Riegel, NMR Product Manager
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The mission started with a day
of site visits to the Samsung
Innovation Museum and then
to the LG Science Park where
the group had the opportunity
to meet with LG Senior Vice
President, Material and Devices
Advanced Research Institute,
Dr. Jeong-Soo Lee and members
of the LG Electronics Open
Innovation team. NanoCanada
delegates were given an
opportunity to pitch their
organization to the Vice- President
and his team to discuss how their
companies could collaborate
with LG Electronics. Thanks to this
pitch session, Dr. Lee paired key
people from LG’s Divisions with
Canadian delegates and arranged
for introductory visits at the
tradeshow in the following days.
The Vice-President also gave the
group a tour of the science park
and showed some of the most
recent technologies that
are heading to market.

At the Canadian Embassy in
Seoul, the delegates participated
in a day of business matching
meetings and an oﬃcial signing
of a letter of intent to collaborate
between NanoCanada, and
the Nanotechnology Research
Association of Korea. This was an
exciting next step in building our
ongoing relationship with our
Korean partners.
The rest of the week was spent at
the Nano Korea conference and
tradeshow. The event showcased
350 organizations from eleven
diﬀerent countries and 9,344
visitors from 35 countries
participated in the event.
Dr. Marie D’Iorio, from
NanoCanada, was honoured
to receive the International
Cooperation award from Nano
Korea at an awards ceremony
luncheon hosted on the afternoon
of July 11th. The delegation also
participated in the Nano Korea
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networking reception and had the
opportunity to speak with other
exhibitors from across the globe.
Positive outcomes were already
achieved before many of the
delegates had returned home.
Non-disclosure agreements
were signed, new distribution
networks were established and
sales were made. For example,
one company reported selling
several instruments manufactured
in Canada (approximately
$2M) and was expecting
orders for several much larger
instruments, assembled oﬀshore
(approximately $6M). In addition
new market insights for existing
products were obtained through
interactions with Korean
companies.

48

8

UNIVERSITIES
& RESEARCH
INSTITUTIONS
PARTICIPATING
IN MISSIONS

73

NATIONAL
MISSIONS

PARTICIPATING
COMPANIES

NanoCanada 2015-2018
Missions

OVER

500

18

NANOCANADA
CONFERENCE
PARTICIPANTS

INTERNATIONAL
MISSIONS
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Brilliant Matters

Avmor

Brilliant Matters brings to the printed electronics market innovative and eco-friendly production methods
providing high-performance materials at a competitive price.

Avmor Industrial had the honour to be part of a business trip supported by NanoCanada’s to visit The
Nanotech Japan Exhibition last February.

Last year, NanoCanada provided us with a booth space under the Canadian delegation in two tradeshows,
Nano Korea (Seoul, South Korea) and Nanotech Japan (Tokyo, Japan). These two markets are prominent
for their innovation in the field of printed electronics, therefore we were eager to present some of our
technologies at these shows. Over the course of these events, I had a full schedule planned with qualified
leads with the help of dedicated trade commissioners and provincial oﬃce staﬀ. This interest translated in
numerous signatures of non-disclosure agreements. As a result we are now doing business with a major
Japanese distributor, a local team of business development in Korea expert in this market, and we are on the
verge of closing strategic deals. We are on the road to success in these markets, and none of this would have
been possible without NanoCanada for a start-up company of our size.

This mission was a real success across the board. Here is why.
1. With the visit planned and so well organised by NanoCanada to the Canadian embassy of Japan, we
learned how to interact with the trade commissioners and to understand what type of services we can
possibly get from them. We also made excellent contacts that will certainly help us in the future to reach
Japanese Companies and grow our business in Asia. This learning was extended to other countries
where we could benefit from the same experience.
2. During the industrial visit proposed by NanoCanada to Fujifilm, we made good contacts there that will
be useful for future product development.
3. The exhibition itself was a blast. We were able to benefit from a nice booth location that made us
very visible and busy during the three-day event. From this highly valuable traﬃc, we have been able
to identify two potential clients for one of our newly developed technologies (for which we are still
in contact with). More importantly, we have identified two R&D collaboration agreements with two
European companies, which are progressing well.

Without the help, the support, and the handling of logistics behind the organisation of this mission, we
certainly wouldn’t have been as successful by ourselves. It was so pleasant to be part of this fantastic team
of talented people. Thank you for all the good work, from which we are definitely winners!

Jean-Rémi Pouliot, Co-Founder

Josée Bordeleau, Chief of Innovation and Development
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The NanoCanada Team

Dr. Marie D’Iorio – President (centre)
Janice Warkentin – External Relations Manager (right)
Patricia Tokunaga – Partnership Manager (left)

Our Sponsors
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